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Drone-Sky-Hook - ARROW 

Professional Release & Drop device for DJI Phantom 4 / Phantom 3 

Model numbers: DSH-SRD2-P4-3; DSH-DRD2-P4-3; DSH-SRDP2-P4-3; DSH-DRDP2-P4-3 

Quick Installation Guide - DJI Phantom 4 (all models) v1.2 

   
Slide the alignment pin brackets on 
both of the rear landing gear until 

they lock in place 

Align the Drone Sky Hook Arrow’s 
hole with the aligment pin  

Press down the Drone Sky Hook 
Arrow on one side until it locks to 

the landing gear 

   
Press down the other side of the 

Drone Sky Hook Arrow until it locks 
to the landing gear 

The Alignment pins on both sides 
shoud be fully inserted 

The LED Sensors is installed under 
the front right electric motor 

  

 

 
Slide the LED Sensor into the 

narow section of the drone’s arm 
The LED Sensor should fully cover the drone’s lens 

  
Fully insert the plug of the LED 

Sensor cable into the ‘SENS’ port 
on the Drone Sky Hook Arrow 

ALL SET ! 
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Drone-Sky-Hook - ARROW 

Professional Release & Drop device for DJI Phantom 4 / Phantom 3 

Model numbers: DSH-SRD2-P4-3; DSH-DRD2-P4-3; DSH-SRDP2-P4-3; DSH-DRDP2-P4-3 

Quick Installation Guide - DJI Phantom 3 (all models) v1.2 

   
Slide the alignment pin bracket 
from the drone’s inner side on 
both rear landing gear  

Turn the alignment pin bracket 
towards the bottom side of the 
landing gear until it locks  

Verify that the alignment pin 
bracket is in-line with the bottom 
side of the landing gear 

   
Align the Drone Sky Hook Arrow’s 
hole with the alignment pin and 
press down on the Arrow until it 
locks to the landing gear 

Press down the other side of the 
Drone Sky Hook until it locks to the 
landing gear 

The locking pins should be fully 
inserted 

   
The LED Sensors is installed under 
the front right electric motor 

Slide the rubber band over the 
motor and insert the pin to the 
hole in the drone’s arm 

The LED Sensor should fully cover 
the drone’s lens 

  
Fully insert the plug of the LED 
Sensor cable into the ‘SENS’ port 
on the Drone Sky Hook Arrow 

ALL SET ! 
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